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10.8.2019 OBLICON Jurado - Comments &amp; Case Law 1/7131BOOK IVOBLIGATIONS AND CONTRACTSTITLE AND OBLIGATIONSCHAPTER 1GENERAL PROVISIONS Article 1156. An obligation is a legal necessity, to do or not to do.1 The concept of obligations. Obviously, the above definition of the obligation from Sanchez Romance's classic definition of obligation as a
legal necessity to comply with the cease-up.2Manresa, on the other hand, it defines it as a legal relationship established between one person and another, the latter in relation to the forced grant which may first be required of him.3 However, it must be respected that the obligations may be either natural.4 The civil obligation is one which has a binding act of force and which obliges
or gives the creditor the right to exercise the judicial right to the performance of the debtor or debtor in court. It is an obligation defined in Art. A natural obligation, on the other hand, is one that cannot be carried out by action, but which obliges the party that makes it by conscience and according to clause1New.24 Sanchez Roman 53.38 Manresa, 5th Ed., Bk. 1, p. 21.4Art. 1423,
Civil Code.8/10/2019 OBLICON Jurado - Comments &amp; Jurisprudence 2/7132OBLIGATIONSthe natural law.5Thus, when the lawsuit is prescribed in accordance with the statute of limitations, the natural obligation continues to subsistence, although the civil obligation is extinguished. This can be illustrated by the following example: If Ahas right of action, as evidenced by the
borrowing note, collects a thousand pesos from B, and such a promissory note is prescribed after the expiry of ten years from the time when the collection is assembled, 6although the latter is no longer obliged to pay the obligation in accordance with the statute of limitations, is obliged to pay in accordance with proprietary and natural rights.7 It is therefore clear that civil obligation
and natural obligation may differ from each other as follows:(1) The civil obligation is based on a positive right, while naturalism is based on fairness and natural law; and(2) The first is enforceable in the courts, while thelatter is not.8 Required obligations. The commitment has four essentials. They are: (1) a legal or legal link, which obliges the parties to the ology, which may result
from the bilateral or unilateral activities of persons;(2) An active entity known as a debtor or creditor, whocan requires the fulfilment of the obligation;(3) The passive entity debtor or debtor, in view of the obligation being legally sought; and(4) The fact, the cease-and-stop or the service which constitutes an objection to the obligation.9 The form in which the obligation is manifested
is sometimes added as a fifth necessity. However, as a general rule, it cannot be considered essential. Obligations arising from the law, quasi-con-tract, acts or omissions punished by law, and quasi-tort do notrereunder any form whatsoever, but can not be questioned regarding-53 Bouviers Law Dictionary, 2394-2395.6Art. 1144, Civil Code.7Agoncillo vs. Javier, 38 Phil. 424; TuS
Koblenz vs. Rot-Weiß Oberhausen Estrada, 71 Phil. 40.8Art. 1423, Civil Code.9Giorgi, Teoria de las Obligaciones, Vol. 1 p.m. 13; 3 Castan, 7th Ed., p. 20.Art. 11568/10/2019 OBLICON Jurado - Comments &amp; Jurisprudence 3/7133ing their validity or binding force. Only in the obligations arising from certain contracts does it become essential. Thus, in a con-tract involving the
donation of a personal property whose value exceeds P5,000.00, the law requires that the donation and acceptance of hall be in writing;10in contract on the sale of pieces of land orany interests in it through the agent, the law requires that the teautority of the latter will be in writing;11in contract simpleloan or mutuum, the law requires that any agreement with respect to the interest
is expressly prescribed in writing;12in the contract ofantichresis, the law dictates that the amount of principal and interest be indicated in writing;13in the contract involving the donation of the immovable property, the law dictates that dona-tion be made in an authentic instrument, while acceptance is given either in the same donation agreement or in a separate public
document;14in the partnership agreement where the immovable property real rights are contributed by a common fund , the law requires that the contract be in a public instrument to which inven-Tory assets or signed by a partner, must win;15in the chattel mortgage agreement, the law requires that the personal property which is the subject of the contract hall be recorded in the
Chattel Mortgage Register as insurance for the executed obligation;16i in the contract involving the sale or transfer of large cattle, the law requires that the sale or transfer be registered.17 Compliance with such formalities had the effect that the contract or agreement would not be void orinetenxiate. Classification of obligations. The following is the primary classification of
obligations in the Civil Code: (1) Pure and conditional (Art. (2) With period (art. (3) Alternative and Faculty (Art. 1199-1206).10Art. 748, Civil Code.11Art. 1874, Civil Code.12Art. 1956, Civil Code.13Art. 2134, Civil Code.14Art. 749, Civil Code.15Arts. 1771, 1773, Civil Code.16Art. 2140, Civil Code.17Sec. Law No. 1147; Art. 1581, Civil Code. GENERAL PROVISIONS Of Art.
11568/10/2019 OBLICON Jurado - Comments &amp; Jurisprudence 4/7134OBLIGATIONS (4) Common and Solidarity (Art. (5) Divisive and indivisible (Art. (6) With the penal clause (Art. However, there are other classifications of secondary char-acter that can be collected from scattered provisions of the Civil Code, such as: (1) Legal, conventional and criminal;18 (2) Actual and
personal;19 (3) Determinate and generic;20 (4) Positive and Negative;21 (5) Unilateral and Bilateral;22 (6) Individual and collective;23 (7) Accessories and director.24 On the other hand, classification isobligation according to Sanchez Roman:25 (1) As far as legal quality: (a) Naturally when the obligation complies with the Law of Onaturalu. (b) Civil when the obligation complies
with positive law. (c) Mixed when the obligation complies with other natural and positive law.18Arts. 1158-1162, Civil Code.19Arts. 1163-1168, Civil Code.20Arts. 1163-1166, Civil Code.21Arts. 1167-1168, Civil Code.22Arts. 1169-1191, Civil Code.23Arts. 1207, 1223, Civil Code.24Arts. 1166, 1226,et seq., Civil Code.258 Sanchez Roman 20-40.Art. 11568/10/2019 OBLICON
Jurado - Comments &amp; Case-Law 5/7135 2. As far as the Parties are concerned: (a) unilaterally and bilaterally unilaterally, where only one party is bound, and bilaterally, where both parties are mu-tually or reciprocally bound. (b) An individual and a collective individual, where there is only one debtor, and collective, where there are several ob-ligors. The latter may be common,
where each debtor is liable only for his proportionate share of the liability or solidarity, where the obligator may be liable for the entire obligation.3. As for the object: (a) Determine and generic determine, when the object is specific; generic, when the object is determined by its class or gender. (b) Simple and multifaceted simply, when there is only one undertaking; more, when
there are a few undertak-ings. Multiple appointments can be conjunctival, when all wrong downloads are requested at the same time or distribu-tive, when only one venture of several is required. Distributive obligations, on the other hand, may be alterna-tive, when the debtor is allowed to choose one of several forms that may be required and required, or college, when the debtor
is allowed to replace another obligation which is required and requested. (c) Positive and negatively positive, when obligoris is obligoris obligoris obligoris is obligoris obligoris obligoris is obligoris obligoris obligoris is obligoris obligoris obligoris; negative, when the debtor refrains from giving or does not do something. (d) A real and personal matter, when the obligation of con-sists in
giving something; personally, when the obligation con-sists in doing or not doing something. (e) Possible and impossible possible, when the sub-ligament is capable of fulfilling in nature, as well as in the law;impossible, when obligation is not capable of being fulfilled by nature or law. (f) Divisive and indivisible, when the obli-gation is susceptible to partial performance; indivisible,
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